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Scholastic Discover More: Polar Animals Scholastic Reference Proﬁles of Arctic and Antarctic animals cover subjects ranging from polar bears and emperor penguins to blue whales
and Arctic terns. Polar Animals Discover More: Polar Animals is a collection of favourite Arctic and Antarctic animals for newly conﬁdent readers (7+). Meet polar bears, the largest
land predators on Earth, and emperor penguins, which waddle 130 KM over the ice to balance eggs on their feet. Learn about record breakers of the ocean, such as blue whales, and
record breakers of the skies, such as Arctic terns, which make longer migrations than any other animal. Signature Discover More photography and facts make this an essential guide
to the most distant parts of our planet. Discover More: Polar Animals comes with a free digital book featuring the story of a polar bear family surviving another year on the shrinking
Arctic ice, extra content, interactive activities and games. Los animales polares / Polar Animals Scholastic en Espanol A collection of favorite animals for newly conﬁdent readers.
Meet the animals of the Arctic and Antarctic: from polar bears, the largest land predators on Earth, to emperor penguins, which waddle miles over the ice to balance eggs on their
feet. Learn about record breakers of the ocean, such as blue whales, and record breakers of the skies, such as Arctic terns, which make longer migrations than any other animal.
Signature Discover More photography and facts make this an essential guide to the most distant parts of our planet. The digital companion book features the story of a polar bear
family surviving another year on the shrinking Arctic ice. Conoce a los animales que habitan las regiones polares. Este libro, con información actualizada y fotografías
espectaculares, es una guía esencial para conocer las partes más alejadas de nuestro planeta. El libro digital que lo acompaña presenta la historia de una familia de osos polares
que sobrevive un año más en el hielo cada vez más reducido del Ártico. Polar Animals Turtleback Books Animals that live at the Earth's poles introduce themselves using rhyming
text. Snow Babies Polar Animals Zero to Ten Introduces some of the animals that live in polar regions of the world with illustrations and rhyming verse. When the Sun Shines on
Antarctica And Other Poems about the Frozen Continent Millbrook Press Icebergs brighten as the sky peels itself of darkness and stretches awake. . . . Welcome, Summer. We've
been waiting for you. Experience summer like you've never experienced it before by traveling to Antarctica with evocative poetry. The sun rises, ice melts, grass grows, seals
squabble, whales sing, and young penguins slide, glide, and belly ﬂop. Whimsical illustrations and additional facts accompany each poem to provide further details about the
animals and the environment at the bottom of the world. Polar Bears Cherry Lake Learn all about the lives and habits of polar bear cubs. Polar Bears Henry Holt and Company (BYR)
Whose fur isn't really white? Who usually gives birth to twins? Who's the biggest bear in the world? The Polar Bear! Full of fascinating information, this book explores the world of
the polar bear on land and under water. Get ready to be wooed by adorable baby cubs and impressed by majestic adult bears captured in stunning photographs by renowned wildlife
photographer Mark Newman. Polar Animals Kids Can Press Ltd Penguin Rescue The Rosen Publishing Group, Inc African penguins, also known as black-footed penguins, are a species
of seabird that many dedicated people are working to protect. Readers are introduced to one of the leading penguin-protecting organizations in South Africa: the Southern African
Foundation for the Conservation of Coastal Birds. As they learn about the work this organization does to rescue and care for penguins, they learn fascinating facts about penguins
through engaging text and fact boxes. Full-color photographs of penguins and the workers who care for them allow readers to see for themselves how much work goes into
protecting penguins. Polar Bears Children's Press "Introduces and explains facts about polar bears."-- Compare with Bears Gareth Stevens Publishing LLLP Presents an introduction
to set theory and numerical comparisons, using examples from the diﬀerent types of bears in the illustrations. Odd Animal Helpers Scholastic Inc. An introduction to the symbiotic
relationships between various animals and plants includes proﬁles of such pairs as the plover bird and crocodile, and explains how one or both creatures beneﬁt from their unusual
partnerships. Life Cycles - Polar Lands Kingﬁsher Discover which creatures are at the top and bottom of the food chains, and learn what happens at each stage of their life cycle. At
the end of each spread, children can use the picture clue to guess which predator is waiting to pounce over the page. Big Book of Animals (LEGO Nonﬁction) A LEGO Adventure in the
Real World Scholastic Inc. Did you know that polar bears have black skin underneath their white fur or that a giraﬀe's legs are taller than the average adult human?From the highest
mountains to the deepest oceans, the chilly Arctic to the hot grasslands, young readers will go wild as they discover the amazing creatures that roam the Earth. This giftable
hardcover features hundreds of stunning photographs and fun facts about more than ﬁfty wild animals. Children will delight in learning about animals with the help of the hilarious
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LEGO(R) miniﬁgures. There are also mini comic strips, jokes, and building ideas all ﬁlled with the trademark LEGO(R) humor.The LEGO(R) nonﬁction series is exceptional as it
combines the world's most powerful toy brand with the most trusted name in children's publishing. Scholastic Discover More: Ancient Egypt Scholastic Reference An introduction to
ancient Egypt features photos, timelines, and graphics that share insights into pharaohs, mummies, and pyramids while inviting readers to decode hieroglyphics and consider the
actual cause of King Tut's death. Scholastic's the Magic School Bus in the Arctic A Book about Heat Scholastic Inc. The Magic School Bus visits the Arctic to learn why people,
animals, and things lose and preserve heat. Can We Really Help the Polar Bears? Can we really help A really useful introduction to tackling climate change, for young children. The
Arctic ice is melting and the polar bears need our help. They come to Warmland to explain what's really going wrong. Luckily they ﬁnd a group of lively, sparky kids who jump into
action and draw up a BRILLIANT PLAN. If Polar Bears Disappeared Wayland Polar Bears Creative Education "A kindergarten-level introduction to polar bears, covering their growth
process, behaviors, their Arctic home, and such deﬁning features as their all-white fur"-- Amazing Animals Cartwheel Books Introducing Spin & Spot, an exciting, ground-breaking
new novelty book series that’s part search-and-ﬁnd, part vocabulary book, and all fun! Each Spin & Spot story focuses on perennially bestselling, high-interest themes and turns
them on their head with a look-and-ﬁnd story that teaches kids new words! With a spinning wheel on every spread to help guide readers on their search-and-ﬁnd adventure and
colorful illustrations, here's an interactive way for kids to learn and play! In Amazing Animals be on the lookout for polar bears in the Arctic, elephants in the savannah, chickens on
the farm, and more exciting creatures of all shapes and all sizes. Can you spot all 64 animals? Safe for all ages. Slide & Surprise in the Snow Cartwheel Books Find out which animals
are hiding in the snow in this adorable new novelty series with fun animal facts and big pull tabs on every page! Who is perched high above the frozen tundra? A silent snowy owl.
Who is leaving tracks in the snow? A white arctic fox! Uncover all of these hidden animals and more in Slide & Surprise in the Snow! Kids will love exploring diﬀerent snowy habitats
as they turn the thick, board book pages and pull the big tabs to discover adorable new creatures on every spread. In the snowy arctic, readers will ﬁnd animals like polar bears,
walruses, snowy owls, penguins, and more! With a simple animal fact on each spread, this series is the perfect introduction to light nonﬁction for this young age group. The call-andresponse search-and-ﬁnd feature will encourage curiosity and interactivity, and Natalie Marshall's bright, playful art will keep them turning the pages! Plus, there is an extra-large
reveal on the last spread! Who will you ﬁnd? The Horn Book Guide to Children's and Young Adult Books Penguins and Polar Bears Scholastic Incorporated Describes the physical
characteristics and life cycle of two animals adapted for survival in polar climates, the penguin at the Antarctic and the polar bear at the Arctic. LEGO Big Book of Animals Explore
the amazing world of animals with this brilliant tried-and-tested format. Big Book of Animals is bursting with photographs of everyone's favourite cuddly creatures, along with some
unusual animals and all kinds of fun facts. LEGO� miniﬁgures guide the reader through the animal kingdom using all of their trademark antics and humour. There are vignettes,
mini comic strips and infographics on every spread to engage children and reinforce the great information. This new format for the LEGO� non-ﬁction line is an ideal gift for any
child curious about the incredible world of animals. Fennec Fox or Arctic Fox (Hot and Cold Animals) Scholastic Inc. Discover how diﬀerent animals with the same name can be! Did
you know that there are a lot of animals with the same name that live in very diﬀerent environments? This brand NEW series will have full-color photographs throughout with short
blocks of text to entertain and explain how some animals like it hot and others like the colder the better! Ultimate Reptile Rumble (Who Would Win?) Scholastic Inc. Twelve diﬀerent
reptiles battle it out in a huge ﬁght! Who will be the champion? This nonﬁction reader compares and contrasts 16 ferocious reptiles. Readers will learn about each animal's anatomy,
behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling animals before ﬁnally discovering the winner! This nonﬁction series is full of facts, photos, and realistic illustrations,
and it includes a range of mammals, sea creatures, insects, and dinosaurs to satisfy all kinds of animal fans. Farm Animals Scholastic Reader, Level 2 Introduces young readers to
animals that can be found on a farm, such as pigs, sheep, horses, and cows, and describes the ways in which they help people. Polar Bear Vs. Orca Capstone The icy cold Arctic is
home to both the powerful polar bear and intelligent orca, two mighty predators. But which animal is the ﬁercest of the ecosystem? Does the polar bear's patience in stalking its
prey and strength in attack put it on top? Or does the orca's ability to work in a pod give it the edge? Compare and contrast each animal's features and skills before you declare the
winning predator. Penguins Scholastic Inc. Introduces each of the seventeen species of penguin and discusses the habitat, diet, enemies, and life cycle of penguins. Teatime, Snow
Bear! Campbell Books Snow Bear's mum has brought home a lovely teatime treat - what could it be? With soft-to-touch ﬂocking on every page, young children will love these
delightfully simple tales of Snow Bear and friends. Magic School Bus Presents: Polar Animals Scholastic Inc. THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS PRESENTS POLAR ANIMALS stars Ms. Frizzle and
her class as they brave the cold and meet polar animals. The bestselling MAGIC SCHOOL BUS series has taught thousands of kids about everything from oceans to space to
dinosaurs. MAGIC SCHOOL BUS PRESENTS POLAR ANIMALS will expand upon the original titles with fresh and updated content about all the amazing arctic animals. With vivid fullcolor photographs on each page as well as illustrations of the beloved Ms. Frizzle and her students, the Magic School Bus Presents series will enthrall a whole new generation of
Magic School Bus readers. Rebel Animals At-Risk: Stories of Survival Rare tales of real-life Rebel Animals! Discover secrets, stories and facts about the world's most at-risk animals!
Escape the Rooms Scholastic UK A high-energy, laugh-out-loud, fully illustrated adventure story by much-loved actor Stephen Mangan and talented artist Anita Mangan. The last
thing Jack expected when he bungee-jumped at the fairground was to go plummeting right through the ground into the weird, wonderful Rooms... There he must face a series of
puzzles and traps alongside a mysterious girl called Cally, in order for them to ﬁnd their way home. Throw in a murderous polar bear, hundreds of tiny yet ferocious lions, some
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mind-blowing riddles, and get ready for a hilarious, helter-skelter adventure like no other! A Cub Can Kind Imagine a world where everyone is kind-how can we make that come true?
With gorgeous pictures by a host of top illustrators, Kind is a timely, inspiring picture book about the many ways children can be kind, from sharing their toys and games to helping
those from other countries feel welcome. Arctic Animals Sterling Children's Books He has big antlers, runs fast on hoofed feet, and likes to eat plants. Who's that? Is it a polar bear?
A seal? No--it's a reindeer! Children will love guessing which arctic animal they'll ﬁnd beneath the ﬂap, including a walrus, fox, and snowy owl. A ﬁnal spread features all the
creatures included in the book having a polar party. What If You Had Animal Feet? Scholastic Inc. If you could have any animal's feet, whose would you choose? WHAT IF YOU HAD
ANIMAL FEET? is the next book in the successful WHAT IF series by Sandra Markle, illustrated by Howard McWilliam, following the very popular WHAT IF YOU HAD ANIMAL TEETH?
and WHAT YOU IF HAD ANIMAL HAIR? This latest edition will teach kids about the amazing variety of feet in the animal kingdom and their specialty functions! From cheetahs' fast
feet to mountain goats' nimble climbing hooves, to ﬂies' sticky feet! Each animal proﬁle will include a photo as well as illustrations of kids with animal feet that are sure to make
kids laugh! Polar Bears Gareth Stevens Publishing LLLP Describes the physical characteristics, habitat, and behavior of polar bears and discusses the steps that are being taken to
protect them.
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